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Top 100+ DevOps Consulting Companies in 2022
Featured companies
ClickIT DevOps
& Software
Development

Want to get
featured?

$5,000+
$30 - $49 / hr

GET FEATURED

VISIT WEBSITE

apptomate
$5,000+
$100 - $149 / hr

apptomate is a Global IT / Software Consulting and Management Company
in India, USA and Germany

100 - 249

Service Line

SMBs

15% DevOps

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

United States, San
Pablo

PROFILE

2009
Within 2-3 weeks

Sibedge

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

Technology vision with a human touch

$30 - $49 / hr

Sibedge is a globally distributed software engineering company that puts
people first. For over 15 years, we have successfully implemented over 350
projects across more than 27 countries. With headquarters in Australia and
teams of highly-trained engineers around the world, Sibedge delivers highvalue services to empower clients digital transformation and strengthen
clients' software solutions. Sibedge service architecture combines both

100 - 249
SMBs
Australia, Perth
WA
2006
Within 1 week

Service Line
13% DevOps

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE
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Foxbox Digital
$50,000+
$50 - $99 / hr
10 - 49

Foxbox Digital is an award-winning digital product agency, headquartered
in Chicago. We partner with clients ranging from Fortune 50 companies to
high-growth startups and everyone in between to design, develop, and
deliver successful digital experiences.

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

SMBs
United States,
Chicago

Service Line
10% DevOps

2018

PROFILE

Within 1 week

Phaedra Solutions
$25,000+
$20 - $29 / hr
100 - 249
Startups
United States,

Phaedra Solutions is one of the top software development companies which
specializes in web development, mobile app development, blockchain, ecommerce, and big data services.
Service Line

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

6% DevOps

Pittsburgh

PROFILE

2013
Within 2-3 weeks

RMG Media, LLC
$25,000+

We drive brand experiences

$100 - $149 / hr

RMG is a full-service digital commerce agency that guides B2C and B2B
retailers through digital transformations and quickly ramp up growth in
their digital channels.

50 - 99
Enterprise
United States, New
York City
2013
Within 2-3 weeks

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line
6% DevOps

PROFILE
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Appstem

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

$50,000+

Digital solutions for leading brands and startups

$150 - $199 / hr

We Build Mission Critical Digital Solutions for Fortune 500 Brands & HighGrowth Startups

10 - 49
Enterprise
United States, San

5.0

Service Line
8% DevOps

Francisco

PROFILE

2010
Within 2-3 weeks

DevsData Tech Talent LLC

VIEW VIDEO

$5,000+

For demanding clients and challenging projects

$50 - $99 / hr

We are a Premium Tech Recruitment agency specializing in challenging
projects. Extensive vetting process of the candidates and very high clients'
satisfaction rate is what we are great at.
Our expertise in Software Development is another area in which we excel.

10 - 49
Enterprise

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

United States, New
York
2016
Within 1 week

Service Line
10% DevOps

PROFILE

VIEW
VIDEO
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Inmediatum
$25,000+
$50 - $99 / hr
10 - 49
Enterprise
Mexico,

INMEDIATUM is innovation and digital transformation for your company.
We are working to change the way people and companies share and
discover their vision of the world through mobile technology
Service Line

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

8% DevOps

guadalajara

PROFILE

2008
Other

GoMage
$5,000+
$50 - $99 / hr
50 - 99
Enterprise
United States,
Austin

VISIT WEBSITE

GoMage is a recognized eCommerce development company, PWAs
empowerer, and Adobe Solution Partner with a passion for chasing
ambitious goals and helping innovation-seeking online merchants
worldwide achieve theirs.
Our clients have said “Wow, so that was possible” so many times after
seeing the result of our work that we have decided to make hearing it every

4.9

Service Line
5% DevOps

2010

Techreviewer Rating

PROFILE

Within 2-3 weeks

Wiredcraft
$50,000+
$100 - $149 / hr
50 - 99

Wiredcraft creates & grows digital products for the world’s best brands.
Service Line
7% DevOps

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Enterprise
China, Shanghai
2009
Within 2-3 weeks

PROFILE
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Mission
$10,000+
>$200 / hr
100 - 249
SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles

VISIT WEBSITE

Mission is a leading AWS Premier Consulting Partner and AWS Managed
Services Provider (MSP) with deep know-how in launching and leveraging
the power of the cloud. Through its dedicated team of expert cloud
operations professionals and solutions architects, Mission delivers a
comprehensive suite of services to help businesses architect, migrate,
manage, and optimize their AWS cloud environments. Mission serves

4.9

Service Line
12% DevOps

2017

Techreviewer Rating

PROFILE

Within 2-3 weeks

Internetrix
$5,000+

Accelerating marketing modernisation.

$100 - $149 / hr

At Internetrix it is our aim to fundamentally improve the way people do
business. Internetrix delivers award-winning digital analytics, custom web
development, UX, and data science to 200+ companies throughout
Australia, Asia, and Europe. Our all-Australian team is based in Sydney,
Australia.

50 - 99
Enterprise

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Australia,
Wollongong NSW,
Australia

Service Line

2000

6% DevOps

PROFILE

Within 1 week

Terasol Technologies Pvt Ltd
$10,000+

We just don’t build apps, We build businesses!

$30 - $49 / hr

Terasol Technologies offers end-to-end IT development services to help
businesses thrive in the competitive online market. We are headquartered
in India and provide digital transformation services across 10+ countries
with a global customer base of 200+ brands with 215+ successful and
conversion-centric tech solutions.

10 - 49
Enterprise

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

India, Noida
2014
Within 1 week

Service Line
8% DevOps

PROFILE
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Xenoss

VISIT WEBSITE

$50,000+

Building complex data-centric solutions

$50 - $99 / hr

Xenoss is an NYC-based MarTech/AdTech software development company.
We develop complex solutions from scratch for our clients, build
development сenters, or assist their tech teams with improving existing
solutions, solving AI/big data/high load problems, building particular
modules, and performing system optimization. Using our proprietary
MarTech/AdTech low-code platform, we ensure the fastest time-to-market

50 - 99
Enterprise
United States, New
York, NY, USA
2013
Within 1 week

Service Line

$50,000+

Empowering Ideas

$50 - $99 / hr

At Nickelfox we believe in Integrity, Honesty and Commitment. We are
dedicated to Creating Value and Empowering Ideas, ensuring a Memorable
Journey for our Partners and our Team.
Our team of developers and designers is dedicated to helping innovators &
organizations of all sizes convert their ideas to reality.

SMBs

4.9
PROFILE

8% DevOps

Nickelfox Technologies

50 - 99

Techreviewer Rating

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

India, Noida
2014

Service Line

Within 2-3 weeks

12% DevOps

QSS Technosoft
$10,000+

Web & Mobile App Development Company

$20 - $29 / hr

QSS Technosoft (ISO 27001:2013 & CMMI Level 3 Certified) is an established
IT services company having 150+ expert engineers working on enterprise
level web and mobile app development.
We are providing end-to-end IT services - Application Development, UI/UX
services, QA/Testing, Devops Services, etc.

100 - 249
Enterprise

PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

United States,
Plymouth
2010
Within 1 week

Service Line
11% DevOps

PROFILE
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95Visual

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

Web development company in Los Angeles

$100 - $149 / hr

95Visual is a Los Angeles based Website Design/Development company that
focuses on transforming businesses through a reliable & personal
experience. The team you enjoy calling, the team that you don't have to call
on the weekend… because your website is working. They are the team that
takes care of all the technical details for you. Just sit back relax and enjoy
the process of a new website.

<10
SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles
2008
Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line

Outsource Smarter

$20 - $29 / hr

Arcanys is a premier Swiss IT company in the Philippines that specializes in
agile team augmentation. The company builds scalable dedicated teams of
highly skilled developers, testers, cloud engineers, and other tech
professionals for small and medium enterprises.
Managed by a team of successful entrepreneurs with 30+ years of
combined experience in the field of IT, their team of talented engineers has

Philippines, Cebu
City

Service Line

2010
Within 1 week

PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

$100,000+

Enterprise

4.9

9% DevOps

Arcanys

100 - 249

Techreviewer Rating

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE

6% DevOps

MAD DEVS GROUP LTD

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

$50,000+

Engineering Your Growth

$50 - $99 / hr

Mad Devs is a software development company, which specializes in
developing highly scalable, enterprise-level software solutions for FinTech,
Transportation, HealthTech, AdTech, EdTech, and E-commerce industries.

4.9

Service Line

PROFILE

100 - 249
Enterprise
United Kingdom,
London
2016
Within 1 month

18% DevOps
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End Point Corporation
$5,000+
$150 - $199 / hr
50 - 99
Enterprise
United States, New
York

End Point was founded in New York City in 1995 as a full-service it
consulting company. It consists of software developers, design thinkers,
and security experts. Over the past two decades, End Point has automated
business processes, brought new ideas to market, and built large scale,
dynamic infrastructure.
Ecommerce: End Point has been selling on the Internet since dial-up.

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line
21% DevOps

1995

VISIT WEBSITE

PROFILE

Within 1 week

HebronSoft
<$5,000

We are passionate and ready to help our clients

$20 - $29 / hr

HebronSoft is a software engineering company. We focus on technology
and providing ways in which your business can run more efficiently,
resulting in reduced costs and increased profits.

50 - 99
Enterprise
Canada, 370 King
St.

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line
13% DevOps

PROFILE

2017
Within 1 week

Exemplifi

VISIT WEBSITE

$25,000+

We build and manage enterprise websites

$50 - $99 / hr

Exemplifi builds enterprise websites that deliver on our client’s marketing
objectives and are built to the latest web standards.
Sites today have to be fast, personalized, and multi-lingual. They have to
drive leads and nurture relationships. Our sites do that well.
The world's most innovative and successful companies trust us to build and
manage their websites.

10 - 49
Enterprise
United States, Palo
Alto
2018
Within 1 week

Service Line
8% DevOps

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE
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Third Rock Techkno
$5,000+

Software Development Company

$50 - $99 / hr

India, Ahmedabad

Third Rock Techkno is a leading web development agency in India. We
specialize in using modern web frameworks to deliver outstanding web
development services to clients across many industries. Whether you
require a specific function or are starting from scratch, you can hire
developers who are skilled at employing these frameworks to build the
robust, scalable, and secure web applications you need.

2015

Service Line

50 - 99
Enterprise

Within 1 week

$150 - $199 / hr
250 - 999
Enterprise
Canada, Vancouver
2007

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE

8% DevOps

Appnovation
$100,000+

VISIT WEBSITE

Appnovation is a global full-service digital consultancy. They help
businesses advance and inspire, create positive transformation, and
champion digital innovation. Their expertise and knowledge is your
expertise and knowledge: the global team is dedicated to delivering
seamlessly integrated strategies, immersive user experiences, crossplatform development, deployment, training and ongoing support. Their

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line
13% DevOps

PROFILE

Within 1 month

Signature Creative
$10,000+

A product and design agency

>$200 / hr

Signature Creative is a premiere digital product and design agency in Los
Angeles California.

10 - 49
Enterprise
United States, Los
Angeles
2004
Within 1 week

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line
8% DevOps

PROFILE
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DevOps is a special approach to development that automates workflows and delivers finished IT products faster.
DevOps is also a distinct approach to organizing development teams. Its essence is that developers, testers and administrators work in a single
stream - they are not responsible for their stage, but together they work on the release of the product and try to automate the tasks of their
departments so that the code moves between stages without delay. In DevOps, responsibility for the outcome is shared among the entire team.
For DevOps to work, you need to establish continuous communication - a pipeline between developers, testers, and administrators. This
requires automation tools to help you more efficiently transfer code, test it, and deploy it to servers.

What development problems do DevOps services help solve?
Low release speed.
When a new feature is developed for two months, it is tested for another month, and then it still doesn't work. Or an application has been in
development for a year, and after the release, it turns out that no one needs it in this form. One of the tasks of DevOps consulting is to quickly
release an application to the market and respond flexibly to changes: bugs, competitors' releases, user requirements.

Errors in testing and at startup.
In the classic approach, developers, testers, and administrators work on machines with different configurations. Because of this, it happens that
the tester has no errors, and the application does not work on the "production" server. In addition, since a lot is done manually, there is a risk of
errors in the transfer of the code.
Using the DevOps services creates a common environment for development, testing and launching, with common configurations. And the
transfer of the code occurs automatically, which negates the influence of the human factor and reduces the likelihood of errors.

Issues with bug fixes and updates.
With the classical approach to development, problems with the application are solved for a very long time. First, administrators collect data on
errors and user complaints, then pass them on to developers. Tasks fall on the waiting list, and sometimes they are started too late. Then long
testing, tuning on servers - and by this time a new batch of requirements and errors may have formed.
The DevOps companies employ automated monitoring systems that continually send bug reports. The pipeline allows you to sometimes release
several updates a day, instantly solving application problems.

Excessive spending.
With the classical approach, the development cost is constantly growing due to lengthy programming and testing processes, errors, rollbacks
and fixes. In addition, many processes are done manually, that is, qualified specialists spend their precious time on routine.
Effective use of DevOps consultant solves this problem. Development takes fewer hours, and the entire routine is automated - as a result, it
requires less human resources and less money.

David Malan
Techreviewer author

